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id  such a case  one would be convinced that Dravidian
had  certainly,   as the history of gkota- made us suspect,
aspirate occlusive ; and  hence one would be justified in
uggesting new equivalences for
Bat it is not confirmed that mukha- comes from
Dravidian. Let us consult the Munda lists of the
Linguistic Survey. On the one hand the North-Eastern
group gives for " mouth'' a word moca ; we cannot
say in the present state of our knowledge if it has any-
thing to do with Vedic mukha- but it curiously reminds
us of the modern names of " moustache " in two other
families : H. muftehi muce, Mar. mts%, and Can. imse^
Tarn. mtcM, On the other hand, the word for nose is
everywhere mu or mu ; and Prof. Sten Konow has pointed
out in his Introduction, p. 13* that Bahnar has muh ;
and Prof. Przylgski communicates to me the following
list : Khmer cramuh, Stieng tromuh, Annamite mui (the
substitution of i for an ancient final is regular in
Annamite), Mon and Bahnar muA, Sedang moh9 and lastly
Guru $nd Semang (the last of the Malaya Peninsula) muk
which very likely preserves the most ancient form. We
c*n scarcely see how to classify all these forms. Besides,
1 For instance modern Indo-Aryan (Gypsy included) -pfttr- •• turn,
change," is of unknown etymology (what is said in Langue M&Taihe
p. xiif and in the erratum on p. 181 is hardly more satisfactory
than hefore). There might be relation between Can. pera, G-ondi pijjc
*' beliind, in the back " (Can. pera tege^ " to draw back.1' " to come
back"), Tel. peradu "frt&M «T *fee back, Tarn, ptra, Tel. pete,
Brabuipcn "other" (Brah. per, "rollnp0 must be rather related
to Ear. pes " pick up '')• Of coarse there . exists in Tibetan an adverb
phyir " newly, re-^,** but Prof. Przylnski falls back on Lepcha byil
'* recommence " ana other analogous forms, and suggests that a root
feflZ or byol meaning " to repeat" must have been at the basis.
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